
Is there an oversight in UV 
Reliability? 
Examining the critical role of reliable power 
in UV disinfection 



UV Application Is Well Published 
●Books 

● Ultraviolet Disinfection Handbook 
● Practical Aspects of UV Disinfection 
● Full Scale Implementation of UV in Groundwater Disinfection Systems 
● Disinfection Efficiency and Dose Measurement of Polychromatic UV Light 
● Impact of UV Disinfection on Biological Stability 
● An Investigation of UV Disinfection and Repair in Cryptosporidium 
● UV Disinfection By-Product Characteristics of Unfiltered Water 
● Practical Aspects of UV Disinfection 
● UV Disinfection for Large Water Treatment Plants 
● Effect of Upstream Treatment Processess on UV Disinfection Performance 

●EPA Manuals 
● Ultraviolet Disinfection Guidance Manual 
● Wastewater Technology Fact Sheet Ultraviolet Disinfection 
● Design of UV Disinfection 

●Trade Articles 
● Too Many to mention 

●Dedicated Trade Magazines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a ton of literature on the UV application. Books, Government Regulations, countless trade articles, and even an entire organization with its own dedicated magazine exist. (Click)  Most of this regards assuring that enough UV is supplied to sterilize (not Kill, this is an important difference to note if you want to establish credibility with your audience) pathagens.  This literature talks about proper flow, proper reactor design, bulb intensity, and even how to keep the sleeves clean so that the maximum amount of UV enters the water.   However, all of this is based on one critical unmentioned assumption. (Click)The assumption is that the lights are on to begin with.  Of course all of this is null and void if the power system cannot supply reliable power. 



Electrical Reliability in UV not as well 
published 

● Book:  Integrating UV Disinfection Into Water Treatment Plants 
● One chapter 
● 21 out of 322 pages 

●Deals with determining if grid reliability is sufficient 
●Nothing of equipment reliability 
●Very little on Harmonics and power 

● EPA Manuals 
● UV Disinfection Guidance Manual 

●2 out of 436 pages 
● Articles 

● OpFlow January 2012 “Utilities Provide UV Leasons Learned” 
●1 Paragraph 

● AWWA Journal April 2007 “UV disinfection system downtime:  Effects and Mitigation 
● 2.5 of 8 pages 

● White papers 
● 2 total by Square D (34 pages dealing with Harmonics)  
● 1 by UST (Total of 4 pages and very vague) 

Only cover a 
portion of the topic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the thousands of pages of published literature, very little has been dedicated to power and electrical reliability.  We found less then 26 pages, a few paragraphs, and three white papers that only cover part of the topic.. (Click)Of that literature, only two white papers appear to have been written by people with a strong background in power distribution.  (Click)Thus there is an overlap between what is assumed and what is real.  Furthermore, there is conflicting text within some key documentation that leads to confusion, and also to accepted assumptions that are not accurate.



Under Examination 

Impacts Public Water Systems (PWS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps no document is more critical to UV then the EPA’s Ultraviolet Disinfection Guidance Manual For the Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule. From here on we will call this the UV Guidance Manual. This document is intended for Public Water Systems.  The EPA defines a public water system as having at least 15 connections, or serving a population of 25 or more for at least 60 days.  This document provides the detailed requirements that utilities must follow for design and operation of UV systems.  This document appears to be well researched, and a good portion of the available literature either supports, or augments what is in this document.  From a power perspective, there are some good things, bad things, and some ugly things.  (Click)



The Good 

●“Off Spec Allowance” 
● EPA allows 5% of total monthly flow to be 

outside of required UV dosage1 

●Causes 
● Voltage Sags 
● Power Outage 
● Transients 
● Harmonics 
● Dirty Bulbs 
● Old Bulbs 
● Upstream chemicals 

●“Off Spec Allowance Power Philosophy” 
● Allowance negates power quality and 

reliability concerns 

Electrical Problems 

1: UV Guidance Manual Page 1-8 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UV Guidance Manual say’s that 95% of a Public Water Systems facilities total monthly flow must be properly dosed.  This leaves a maximum of 5% that can be left improperly treated (Click).  There are a variety of causes for this.  Some are electrically oriented, others are not.  Basically, anything that can prevent the proper dosage counts. (Click)  Because of this Off Spec Allowance, some people have assumed that power quality and power reliability does not present a serious concern to UV systems. (Click)



The Bad 

●5% of Total Monthly flow 
● 5% = 1.5 Days total flow 

● 1,000 MGD plant = 1,500 MGD 
allowed 

●Assumption:  Each instance is short 
term 

● Electrical could create long term 
event 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a deeper look into what this means.  5% of a 30 day month is basically 1.5 days worth of flow.  For a large facility, let’s say 1,000 MGD this equates to 1,500 MGD of flow. (Click).  Although never mentioned directly, it seems obvious that the drafters of the UV Guidance Manual assumed that each instance of Off Spec water would be of short duration.  Thus, it would take a lot of instances to create a true violation. (Click)  Unfortunately with electrical problems. It is quite possible that this could result in a long term single event. (Click)



And the Ugly 

●Two additional facts 
● Local regs may require 0% Off Spec 

water1&2 

● Except for emergencies 
 

● EPA says: 
● “For purposes of design and 

operation PWSs should strive to 
deliver the required UV dose at all 
times during treatment.”3 

●Conclusion: 
● Cannot rely on Off Specification 

Allowance during designing or operation  

1:  Opflow January 2012 page 15 
2:  AWWA Journal April 2007 Page 143 
3: UV Guidance Manual Page 1-8 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are some additional items that impact how the Off Specification allowance can be used. (Click)  The first regards local regulations.  While the federal government provide a 5% allowance, local regulations might be much tighter and provide little to no Off Specification Allowance except for unforseen emergencies such as floods, earthquakes, tornado’s etc. (Click)However, the UV Guidance Manual, in the same paragraph that details the 5% allowance says that during design an operation, the water must be properly dosed during treatment. (Click)  Thus between the local req’s and the phrase about design and operation.  It is clear that the allowance cannot be relied on to negate proper conditions that can be foreseen during design, or expected during operation. But the question is, how does all of this impact power quality and reliability?  Are there things that can be foreseen during design or operation that could create off specification water?(Click)



Validation 
& Re-

Validation 

Power 
Backup 

Protection 
Devices 

Equipment 
Life 

Power 
Quality 

Power 
System 
Criteria 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer comes by examining five different (Click) Power System Criteria.  These are Power Quality (Click), Equipment Life (Click), Protection Devices (Click), Power Backup (Click), and Validation and Revalidation (Click). (Click). Let’s start with Power Quality



Power Quality 
●Power Quality: Term for Cleanliness of a   

   AC sine wave within a facility 
●Harmonics:  Repetitious regular noise  

   on an electrical system 
●Surge:  Non repeating noise on   

   an electrical system 

Clean Sine Wave 

Harmonic 

Surge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most UV systems are fed by AC power from a power utility.  Electrical power, like an acoustical waveform, can be distorted.  A clean sine wave is truly best for all the equipment in a facility, including the UV equipment.  However there are two different types of noise that can be found in most systems.  The first (Click) is called harmonics.  This is a repetitious type of noise that be predicted on a regular basis. (Click) The next is called surge.  This is a non repeating event that may only happen once, or occurs on a unpredictable basis.  Sometimes the dividing line between surge and harmonics can be a bit blurry.  So, in practice both need to be addressed.



Power Quality 

Dynamic Sources Impact 

Surge Lighting, power line 
switching, 
addition/deletion of a 
load 

Usually high energy, can 
cause immediate 
damage or long term 
degradation 

Harmonics Switch Mode Power 
Supplies (VFD’s, 
Computers, PLC’s, UV 
Systems, Florescent 
light) 

Degradation of life to 
electrical equipment and 
UV lamps.  Also lamp 
outage. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surges are the hardest to predict.  They can come from switching loads onto and off of utility system, switching power sources, or the most famous lighting.  Lighting strikes that impact a system can occur miles away.  It does not have to be a direct hit.  Harmonics, is usually easier to understand and address.  For this distinct types of equipment can create harmonics.  Ironically, one source of harmonics is UV systems.  This is especially true with the more efficient electronic ballasts.  Another major contributor are modern Variable Frequency Drives. 



Lamp Sensitivity 

Source: “Ultraviolet Disinfection Guidance Manual For The Final Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule”, EPA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how sensitive are UV lamps to power quality issues.  The UV Guidance Manual indicates that a bulb can lose its arc with a power quality event as short as 16 milliseconds. (Click)  While some causes have been addressed, (Click)  One needs to be focused on for just a moment. (Click).  This is the impact of facility and equipment modifications. Let’s take a deeper look.



Main Gen 

Medium Voltage 

Other Plant Loads 

480 VAC 

UPS 

PC
S 

480 VAC 

PC
S 

480 
VAC 

480 VAC 

UPS 

UV Reactors 

Other Plant Loads 

IEEE 519 

Harmonic Sources 

Point of Common 
Coupling 

Original Power 
Quality equipment 

Harmonic can 
exist unmitigated 

New 
Finished 

Water 
Pump 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a plant’s electrical distribution system is created, the potential harmonic sources are identified. (Click) These are shown in Red.  Then calculations are performed to assure that any harmonics that could backfeed onto the power grid has been eliminated at the point where the facility connects to the power grid.  This is a requirement of IEEE 519, and the point of connection is called the Point of Common Couple (Click).  Once this is done, then Power Quality equipment is installed into the system (Click).  Harmonic mitigation is a complicated subject and the requirements only indicate that the harmonics has to be mitigated at the PCC.  Thus, there is nothing that prohibits huge harmonic loads from existing within a facility.   Just as long as they are mitigated at the PCC. (Click). There are two problems with this.  The first is that any harmonics allowed to exist can impact long term equipment performance. Thus, a true harmonic mitigation scheme will eliminate harmonics at all critical points in the system.The second challenge comes when the plant is modified.  Let’s say a new finished water pump is added. (Click). When this occurs, the harmonic mitigation solution may no longer be suitable and has to be re-examined.  This is not always done.  Or if it is, it may not be done in a way to protect the UV system.  Thus, the UV system (Click) may become erratic after the plant is modified.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We discussed Power Quality, and that it impacts the life of the power equipment, bulb life etc . (Click) However, there is more to Equipment life then just the impacts from Surge and Harmonic issues.  Equipment life can also be a factor of maintenance, and the atmosphere that the equipment is located in.  Let’s take a brief look at this topic. 



Equipment Life 
●Access to Animals 

● Animals = shorts & arc flash 
●Chemicals 

● Fumes Can Decay equipment 
●Extreme Temperatures 
●Overcurrent protection device 

maintenance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water plants are not always perfect environments.  Sometimes the electrical equipment is placed where animals can get to it.  A roaming rodent can cause an amazing amount of damage.  Also, some chemicals, such as Hydrogen Sulfide can slowly corrode equipment fittings.  This is more of a problem with wastewater.  Also, high temperatures can cause transformers to overheat, and extreme cold can cause lubrication grease to freeze.  This might then impact the ability of equipment to operate effectively.  Since these are all predictable, they will all need to be addressed during design and operation.  One of the more unknown places where equipment life can be impacted is in relation to the circuit breakers.  Let’s take at these devices, and what the UV Guidance Manual says about them.



Repaired or Replaced Equipment 

●Quality Clause 
● “The UV equipment includes installed or replaced 

components (or both) that are not equal to or better than 
the components used during validation testing unless 
the UV equipment was re-validated.”1 

●Consequences 
● Replaced quality < Validated quality = “Off-Spec”1 

●Regardless of dose delivered 

●This criteria should be extended to Power equipment 
● Because this impacts reliability and validation. 

 
 

1: UV Guidance Manual: Page 3-11 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another aspect of Equipment life is in regards to replaced or repaired equipment.  (Click) The UV Guidance Manual indicates that all bulbs and ballasts must be replaced with equal or better quality to the equipment used during validation. (Click) If this is not the case, then the water must be considered “Off-Spec” even if dosage is correct. (Click) Although this is not a specific requirement, the same diligence should be extended to the power distribution system.  After all, reliability of the system cannot be greater then the reliability of the power supplied to it.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protection devices such as fuses and circuit breakers provide a critical function in protecting UV equipment from damage by short circuits and faults. However, these devices, like other devices can experience performance degradation over time (Click). 



Circuit Breakers 

● Must test GFI’s for reliability 
● What about upstream power breaker? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The performance of these devices is so critical that the UV Guidance manual has regulations on testing these devices.  However, the UV Guidance Manual only requires testing on the GFI breakers feeding each individual bulb.  But what about the protection devices breakers feeding these GFI breakers, or the protection devices feeding the reactors, or the entire system.  Are these items that need maintenance and how critical is this task.  After all, these devices could be more critical then an small GFI breaker. (Click). 



 

The 800 Lb Gorilla 
● Fuses 

● Fuse System Requires 
Maintenance 

● Only High Level Ground 
Fault Protection 
Possible 

 

● Circuit Breakers 
● Requires Maintenance 
● Ground Fault Protection 

At All Levels 

Fuses & Circuit Breakers have 
similar Maintenance needs 

All facts from “A comparison of fuses and circuit breakers for low voltage applications.”,  Schneider Electric Square D Services Data Bulletin 0600DB0601 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 800 lb Gorilla is that over current protection devices need maintenance.  The fuse guys will tell you that fuses do not need maintenance. This is true of the fuses themselves.  However, fuses are installed into some form of holder, disconnect switch, or some form of automatic opening switch (Click).   When the fuses are considered with these devices, they are on par with circuit breakers. (Click).   Circuit Breakers also offer some advantages over Fuses.  Circuit Breakers are able to detect and protect against ground faults at all levels. (Click). Fuses, can only protect against very high levels of ground fault (Click). Considering the conductive nature of water, ground fault protection can be critical in UV applications.  Thus, we will only examine Circuit Breakers in depth. (Click).  But first, we must look at one other aspect of fuses and how it impacts prevention of “Off Spec” water. 



Fuse Maintenance 
Logistics 

●Requires working close 
to equipment 

●Shutdown is necessary 

●Fuse Links can be hard 
to find 

●Lead to Long Downtime 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Replacing fuses is an intimate task. You are usually close to live parts.  To manage this often time requires shutdown of the surrounding equipment.  This might mean that the process is shutdown, or run the risk of creating “Off Spec” water.  Also, if a fusible link is required, these might be hard to come by in rural environments.  You might be able to run with the UV system down, but this will, at best, consume a good chunk if not all of you “Off Spec” allowance. (Click). 



Circuit Breaker Failure Rates 

● Breaker not maintained 
for 5 yrs:  

● 50% anomaly rate 

● Power Breakers need 
lubrication 

● Molded Case Breakers 

● 77% anomalous behavior 

● Not maintained despite 
codes & manufactures 
requirements  

All facts and diagram from “Preventative Maintenance and Reliability of Low Voltage Overcurrent Protective Devices” 

Power Breaker Maintenance Points 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of Breaker or fuse assembly maintenance, can have dramatic impact on equipment reliability. A study reveled that breakers that are not maintained for 5 years have a 50% chance of experience an anomaly.  Perhaps the breaker won’t close after tripping.  Or worse, won’t open under a fault.  If this occurs, then an immense amount of energy could be let through before a part breaks, or an upstream breaker opens.  Depending on where the breaker is located in the distribution system, and the amount of energy let through, this could damage a UV reactor, or the entire UV system.  The statistics are even more stark when you look at the smaller Molded case breakers.  They have a 77% rating.  This is because despite codes and manufacturers requirements, many times these breakers are not maintained properly.



Protective Device Conclusion 

● Must have devices to 
protect systems 

● Circuit Breakers and 
Fuses have maintenance 
needs 

● Result is the need for 
careful power system 
design. 

Inoperable protective 
devices can put a UV 
system, and thus a 

treatment facility, out of 
service.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have seen, we must have circuit breakers or fused systems to protect the UV equipment.  However, improper maintenance can lead to improper protective device behavior.  This could in turn expose the UV system to an immense amount of energy for a long period of time during a fault condition.  This could then damage the UV equipment.  UV systems are not the kind of devices that sit on a shelf somewhere.  Thus, rebuilding or replacing a UV system is cost prohibitive.  Thus, to prevent this from occurring breakers need to be maintained.  Yet. it may not be realistic to shut down a water plant for routine maintenance.  Thus, careful consideration needs to be taken in the power system design.  So how do we do this?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Power backup is a normal part of facility operations.  Most facilities have some form of dual feed and/or a backup generator.  But is this sufficient for UV applications.



Backup Power 
Dynamics 

●Traditional Dual feed power 
(Main/Gen or Main/Main) 

●Takes time to transfer 

●UV might be off during this time 

●Flow continues on power loss 

●A foreseen design parameter 

●Thus cannot rely on “Off Spec” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most facilities use either an automatic breaker switching scheme, or an automatic transfer switch to switch from utility to power.  During each switch all power is shut off, then turned back on again.  When this occurs, the lamps go out, but flow still continues.  This is because a typical facility uses gravity for in facility flow.  Thus, the lights are off, and you are still treating.   



Other Dynamics 

●Maintenance 

●May be unfeasible to power down 
during Maintenance 

●Voltage Sags 

●Need a way to keep lamps lit during 
sags 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are other concerns that regard backup power.  One that has already been mentioned is how to keep up the power during breaker or fuse systems maintenance.  The other is to keep the power on during voltage sags.  This was touched on briefly in the power quality section.  But we need to better understand how this relates to bulb restrike times



Lamp Restrike Times 

Source: “Ultraviolet Disinfection Guidance Manual For The 
Final Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment 
Rule”, EPA 

●Restart after Mercury Cools 
● LP < 15 Sec 
● LPHO 

●0-2 Min warm up + 2-5 Min 
to full power 

● HP 4-10 Min 
●2-5 Min warm up + 2-5 Min 

to full power 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How long it takes to restrike a bulb depends on how long the bulb was running, and the type of bulb.  But it can take as long as 10 minutes to get up to full power.  As we mentioned, it can be as little as 16 milliseconds of voltage sag to extinguish a lamp.  Thus in an extreme example, you can get a 16 millisecond power sag, lights can be off for 10 minutes.  Then after one minute get another sag and be out again for 10 minutes.  Thus, 20 minutes of outage in 21 minutes of time.  Also, sags can cause shorten lamp and ballast life. 



Other ways to 
backup power 

●Voltage Sag preventers 

● Compensates for sags 

● Need some sort of input power 

●Uninterruptable Power Supplies 

● Keeps power up during sag or loss 

● Can keep lamps powered during 
maintenance 

● Helps to protect power quality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The solution to backup power is to examine the generator switching scheme, and look at other ways to supplement the voltage sags or complete power loss.  We will discuss this further, but…. (Click)



How Reliable Can Power Be? 

●Perception: 
● “The combination of standby power and a 

UPS could prevent downtime from 
exceeding 0.1% (i.e., 44 min/month).” 

 
● “It is unlikely that any mitigation measure 

would prevent downtime from ever 
exceeding 0.01% (i.e., 4.4 min/month) 
because a single interruption of the UV 
disinfection system could result in downtime 
exceeding 4.4 min…Consequently, 
designing for a maximum of 0.01% 
downtime is unrealistic.” 
 

Quotes from AWWA Journal Peer Reviewed article, “UV Disinfection System downtime:  Effects and Mitigation”  Richard E. Hubel, AWWA Journal, April 2007) 

Summation: 
Standby Power &  UPS 

can prevent a 0.1% 
downtime, but not 

0.01%. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We must ask the question, How Reliable can power be?  For this we have two quotes from a peer reviewed article.  Since this was a peer reviewed article, we can conclude that the authors viewpoints mirror other experts within the UV field.  (Click)  The first quote illustrates that is a 0.1% downtime can be expected with standby power and UPS. (Click) The next quote say’s that 0.01% is unreasonable.  This (Click) type of perception sounds reasonable.  Furthermore, in water, there is very little need for greater accuracy.  But the question remains, is this accurate, or can we do better?



●Data Centers 
● Credit Card Processors 
● Large Companies/Government 

●Target 
● 0.001% 

● 288 seconds annually 
(ave. 24 seconds/month) 

Answer comes from Data 
Centers 

●Power is Power 
●Adopting Data Center 

Techniques 
● Can Provide < 0.01% downtime 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer comes in the data center market.  (Click)  Data centers are used by credit card processors, large companies and governments for critical data.  If these systems go down for a fraction of a second, the monetary loss can be staggering.  (Click) Thus, there target is to have less then 288 seconds per year, or and average of 24 seconds per month downtime.  In reality, this downtime usually comes from one power loss event per year.  The servers on these systems, like UV systems require 3 phase power at industrial voltages such as 480 VAC.  Since power is power, (Click) we can adopt the same techniques used in Data Centers for UV reliability and actually surpass (Click) the 0.01% that the peer reviewed article says is unrealistic.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s complete the circle.  The final section is validation and revalidation.



Could happen 
if system 
harmonic 
change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UV Guidance manual requires that reactors are validated for the installation.  This validation assures that everything is working correctly and that the proper dosage is delivered at the rated flow.  However, as we have seen changes to the facility layout might impact things such as harmonics, and voltage sags.  Thus, we must be aware that any significant change to the electrical system can lead to a revalidation.



UV Guidance Manual’s Nine points of 
Power Design 
1. Voltage Sags: 

2. Lamps on: 

3. Replace Quality: 

4. IEEE 519 Compliant: 

5. Ballasts: 

6. Grounding: 

7. GFI Breakers: 

8. Lockout: 

9. Power Meters: 

< 10% of Rated Voltage for </= 0.5 Cycles 

All lamps required to prevent Off-Spec Event 

Must be same or greater then original 

As a minimum 

Must be supplied by a grounded source 

Must be assured for entire system 

Must be on all lamps 

At each reactor 

If installed, must measure true power 

UV Guidance Manual, Pages 2-21, 3-11, 4-15, 4-17, 5-19 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, all of these past slides have led us to nine points that need to be considered for proper design.  Following these nine will assure that you are in compliance and also will lead to solid design.  However, with points 4 & 5 we have demonstrated that a well designed facility needs more then what is required  



Example UV Power Designs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have these nine points, and we have demonstrated that technology exists to keep power loss to less then 288 seconds per year.  Let’s look at eight different power designs that meet these criteria.  These designs are classified not by the flow of the facility, but rather by application.  To keep the diagrams simple, disconnects and surge equipment is not shown



Main Gen 

Medium Voltage 

480 VAC 

PCS 

UPS 

● Masterclad® Medium Voltage Arc 
Resistant Switchgear  

● Power-Cast II™ Transformers  

● APC® UPS  

● I-Line Panelboard 

● AccuSine® PCS 

480 VAC ● Power-Zone® 4 Switchgear 

UV Reactors 

Other Plant Loads 

Other Plant Loads 

Medium Voltage (<15KV) with 
Low Voltage <600VAC) UV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first graphic shows a typical UV system for a plant with a medium voltage feed into one distribution path.  This drawing shows harmonic mitigation and on the low voltage side of the transformer, and a UPS feeding the UV system.  The UPS has a dual feed input (Click).  This is so that either feed’s over current device can be maintained while power is still applied to the UPS.  Some UPS’s have this ability built in.  Or you can built a system similar to this (Click).  Here you have two interlocked breakers in the upstream switchgear with two safety switches to isolate the line side of each breaker.  This prevents a backfeed to the breaker that is out of service. (Click).  Another thing to notice is that there is a bypass path (Click) around the UPS.  This is so that the system can still be powered while maintaining the load side breaker on the UPS, or in some cases, maintaining the batteries.  This type of dual feed bypass is illustrated on the next three architectures.



Main Gen 

Medium Voltage ● Masterclad® Medium Voltage 
Arc Resistant Switchgear 

● Power-Cast II™ Transformers  

● AccuSine® PCS 

● Power-Zone® 4 Switchgear 

Other Plant Loads 

● APC® UPS 

● I-Line Panelboard 480 VAC 

UPS 

PCS 

480 VAC 

PCS 

480 VAC 

480 VAC 

UPS 

UV Reactors 

Other Plant Loads 

Medium Voltage 
(<15KV) with Dual 

Low Voltage 
<600VAC) UV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the previous system was easier to understand, this might be more realistic.  In this, the UV reactors are split between two power distribution systems.  You could install enough UV so that either side can take the entire plant flow.  However, it is more realistic that each side will have enough UV for half the rated flow.  (Click) This breaker, called the tie breaker, can be used to assure both sides are supplied with power for those time when the Main or Gen breaker is being maintained.  (Click). These breakers each supply have the power distribution system.  If the flow is sent to one side’s UV reactors, then one of the breakers can be maintained with out shutting down treatment..  Also notice that each UPS has the dual feed mentioned in the previous slide.



Main Gen 

Other Plant Loads 

480 VAC 

UPS 

480 VAC 

UV Reactors 

UV System 
Control Panel 

PCS 

● APC® UPS 

● I-Line Panelboard 

● AccuSine® PCS 

● Power-Zone® 4 Switchgear 

Low Voltage <600VAC) 
System 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This system is just a low voltage version of the previous examples.



Main Gen 

Other Plant Loads 

● APC® UPS with Bypass Module 

480 VAC ● Power-Zone® 4 Switchgear 

UV lamps with UPS and Bypass 

UV System 
Control Panel 

PCS ● AccuSine® PCS 

● Square D Harmonic Mitigating Energy 
Efficient Low Voltage Transformer 

● NQ Panelboard 

Low Voltage <600VAC) 
System with 120VAC Single 

Phase UV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A variant of the low voltage side is to have the UV at 120VAC single phase.  For this the PCS can be used for low voltage harmonics. Plus (Click), harmonic mitigation transformers can be used to reduce the harmonics generated by the UV system.  (Click) As you can see, the UV reactor connections appear different. (Click) These are single phase UPS’s with a bypass module added.



Rapid 
Mix 

Rapid 
Mix 

Gravity 
Filtration 

UV 
System 

Sedimentation Flocculation 

Power and Automation Conduits 

480 VAC 

Other Package Trains 
UPS 

Main 

● I-Line Panelboard 

● APC UPS With Bypass 

Low Voltage 
<600VAC) Package 

Plant 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a typical package plant system.  The UPS here is sized to supply the entire package.  Notice that this is a single feed UPS.  Often times with a package system, multiple trains exist, and this provides a level of redundancy.  Thus, to maintain the UPS, or the breakers, just take the train out of service.



Rapid 
Mix 

Rapid 
Mix 

Gravity 
Filtration 

UV 
System 

Sedimentation Flocculation 

Power and Automation Conduits 

480 VAC 

Other Package Trains 
SRTC 

Main 

● I-Line Panelboard 

● SagFighter® Sag 
Ride Through 
Conditioner 

Low Voltage 
<600VAC) Package 

Plant 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This system, like the one above.  However, in this system, a Sag Ride Through Conditioner (Click) is used instead of a UPS.  This device needs some sort of power to compensate for the sag.  However, it might offer a lower cost system then the UPS.  This is a good solution for temporary trailers that supply water after a natural disaster.



Rapid 
Mix 

Rapid 
Mix 

Gravity 
Filtration 

UV 
System 

Sedimentation Flocculation 

Power and Automation Conduits 

480 VAC 

Other Package Trains 
UPS 

Main 

● I-Line Panelboard 

● APC UPS with Bypass 

Low Voltage 
<600VAC) Package 

Plant with UV 
Backup Only 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another package plant.  The main difference here is that only the UV is on the UPS.  This could be done if the cost of backing up the rest of the package plant is probative or unnecessary.



Membrane Skids with integral UV Reactor and local control panel 

Main Gen 

Other Plant Loads 

480 VAC 

SRTC 

480 VAC 

PCS Master Control Panel 

● UTS SagFighter® 

● I-Line Panelboard 

● AccuSine® PCS 

● Power-Zone® 4 Switchgear 

Low Voltage 
<600VAC) 

Package Plant 
for UV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final example is for a membrane system with integral UV for each skid.  In this example, the membrane system is driven by a skid mounted pump, or valve network.  Thus, in case of skid failure, the water will stop flowing almost immediately, and thus the amount of untreated water through the UV is negligible.  Thus, for this, only a Sag Reduction device is needed.



Conclusion 

●Power Design has been 
overlooked 

● Not as much literature 
 

●Power can impact system 
performance 

● Off Spec and permit 
 

●Correct design can eliminate 
challenges 

● Nine steps & Data Center 
emulation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have discussed rather a vulnerability has been overlooked and realized that a lot of assumptions have been made about power.  We have also discussed ways that power systems are vulnerable and the impact to UV reliability.  We also discussed that the “Off Spec” allowance cannot be counted on to cover oversights in power design and operation.  We then discussed how to look at power design, especially in regards to maintenance.  We then finished by looking at several different types of applications, and how these criteria can be applied.  (Click)  All of what we have discussed, and some other critical information can be found in an Application Note that is one the web.  Simply search for “Ultraviolet Disinfection Power Quality Reliability Schneider Electric” and it should appear.
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